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Introduction and Administrative
Restroom and Refreshments are up to you.

If you want to receive WINGS credit for this session you 
will have to sign into your faasafety.gov account and use 
the procedures described in the past meetings.



IMC Club Purpose
The IMC Club’s purpose is to promote instrument flying, proficiency, 
and safety. The intent is to create a community of pilots willing to 
share information, provide recognition, foster communications, 
promote safety, and build proficiency in instrument flying.

IMC Club is a subsidiary of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). 
Continued participation in IMC Club activities requires an active EAA 
membership. See your meeting coordinator for more information.



IMC Club Presentation Archive
The slides from these presentations can reviewed at:

https://eaa1361.org/

Select:  Blog - Flight Training - IMC Club Presentations

https://eaa1361.org/


Notes From Last Meeting
The aircraft was a Mooney M20 equipped with a Garmin 430.

The flight was returning to the pilot’s home airport, Suffolk Executive 
(KSFQ) near Suffolk, VA after a trip to Florida with friends.

The arrival weather was low IFR and the pilot had difficulties 
completing the approach at the destination and the alternate.

Any questions or comments?



Announcements
Thu, July 2 - EAA Chapter 1361 Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom Meeting

Tue, July  7 - VMC Club Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom Meetings

Sat, July 11 - RTAG Fly-out to Hawthorne (KHTH) - see RenoAviation.org for details

Tue, July 14 - Book Release - Shuttle, Houston: My Life in the Center Seat of Mission Control  by Paul Dye

Tue - Sat, Jul 21 - 25 - EAA Spirit of Aviation Week - Details at EAATogether.org

Tue, July 28 - IMC Club Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom Meetings ?

    

https://www.amazon.com/Shuttle-Houston-Center-Mission-Control/dp/0316454575/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=paul+dye&qid=1592408472&sr=8-1


Discussion

How does your physical aircraft preflight change if you are about to make an 
IFR departure?

What items do you check or check more closely for an IFR flight vs. a VFR flight?

    



Discussion - Quiz Time!

    



1. Your approach plate airport sketch shows a black dot atop a circle. This means 
that the approach lights

     A.  are pilot controlled.
     B.  have sequenced white flashers.
     C.  are inoperative.
     D.  are medium intensity.
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2. Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL) are:   (MA)

A. Located at each corner of the runway threshold.
B. Green.
C. Unidirectional.
D. Two white synchronized flashing lights.



2. Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL) are:   (MA)

A. Located at each corner of the runway threshold.
B. Green.
C. Unidirectional.
D. Two white synchronized flashing lights.

REILs are white and omni or unidirectional facing the approach area, aimed at an angle 
of 10-15 degrees. They have a range of 3 miles in daytime and 20 miles at night. REIL help 
identfy a runway surrounded by other distracting lighting; a runway lacking contrast with 
surrounding terrain; and identification of a runway during reduced visibility.   [AIM 2-1-3]



3.  A visual approach is a(n) ____________  procedure.

A.  VFR
B.  IFR
C.  SVFR
D.  DVFR



3.  A visual approach is a(n) ____________  procedure.

A.  VFR
B.  IFR
C.  SVFR
D.  DVFR

A visual approach is conducted in VMC but it is considered an IFR procedure. There is no 
missed approach procedure for a visual approach.



4.  What is the most common autopilot failure mode?

A. Navigation signal failure
B. An autopilot runaway
C. Pilot error
D. Gyro failure



4.  What is the most common autopilot failure mode?

A. Navigation signal failure
B. An autopilot runaway
C. Pilot error
D. Gyro failure



5.  You are completing an IFR flight and you have landed with less than 45 
minutes of fuel remaining. Is this a legal flight?

A.  Yes
B.  No
C.  Sometimes
D.  Only if you submit an ASRS report.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           



5.  You are completing an IFR flight and you have landed with less than 45 
minutes of fuel remaining. Is this a legal flight?

A.  Yes
B.  No
C.  Sometimes
D.  Only if you submit an ASRS report.

    The FAA considers this legal. Reserve fuel mitigates unexpected delays.          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            



6.  What are valid reasons for stating “NO SIDS” 
in your flight plan Remarks block? (MA)

A. You are unable to comply 
with the SID restrictions

B. No IFR GPS
C. Do not possess the charted SID
D. Just don’t want to.



6.  What are valid reasons for stating “NO SIDS” in 
your flight plan Remarks block? (MA)

A. You are unable to comply with the SID
B. No IFR GPS
C. Do not possess the charted SID
D. Just don’t want to.

ATC will clear you via the filed route to the extent 
possible.



7.  STARs are IFR arrival routes that   (MA)

A. simplify clearance delivery.
B. serve one airport at a time.
C. guide you down to the pavement.
D. ease transition from en route to instrument approaches



7.  STARs are IFR arrival routes that   (MA)

A. simplify clearance delivery.
B. serve one airport at a time.
C. guide you down to the pavement.
D. ease transition from en route to instrument approaches

STARs typically end at a navaid or fix. ATC then vectors you to an instrument 
approach.      AIM 5-4-1.a





8.  The ILS Critical Area is active when the ceiling/visibility is less than

A. 800 and 2

B. 800 or 2

C. 600 and 2

D. 600 or 2



8.  The ILS Critical Area is active when the 
ceiling.visibility is less than

A. 800 and 2

B. 800 or 2

C. 600 and 2

D. 600 or 2

ATC protects ILS Critical Areas when 
arriving aircraft are inside the FAF on an ILS 
and the reported ceiling is less than 800’ OR 
the visibility is less than 2 SM.  AIM 1-1-9.i



9. If you use FIS-B for flight planning you should know that FIS-B   (MA)

A. is available in the flight levels

B. can be used for the safe conduct of a flight

C.  may not include all pertinent NOTAMS

D. makes calling FSS or ATC for inflight updates unnecessary
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A. is available in the flight levels

B. can be used for the safe conduct of a flight

C.  may not include all pertinent NOTAMS

D. makes calling FSS or ATC for inflight updates unnecessary

FIS-B should not be used as the only source of weather or aeronautical information. 
FIS-B shows only NOTAM-D and FDC NOTAMs. Even if still active, the FAA deletes 
NOTAMs from the FIS-B feed after 30 days.



10.   Accepting a visual approach means that you must  (MA)

A. fly a published missed approach
B. fly the expected approach
C. remain clear of clouds on the approach
D. remain clear of clouds if you go around



10.   Accepting a visual approach means that you must  (MA)

A. fly a published missed approach
B. fly the expected approach
C. remain clear of clouds on the approach
D. remain clear of clouds if you go around

“Clear of Clouds” includes even a thin scattered or isolated cloud layer. You must 
be able to fly a go-around in VMC as well.                                                                                                                                          



Tonight’s Scenario

Your aircraft is a Beechraft B-58 Baron equipped with a Garmin 500 
MFD/PFD, a Garmin GTN 750 and a KFC 220 3-axis autopilot.

You are returning to your home airport in Santa Barbara, CA (KSBA) 
after a trip to Portland, OR (KPDX).

You have filed direct to the Mendecino VOR (ENI) direct KSBA at 7000’ 
MSL.



Next IMC Club Meetings
Online at 6 PM:  

July 28

August 25

September 22 (Fourth Tuesday)



Coordinated by:
EAA Chapter 1361, Inc.

Meetings: 6 pm on 1st Thursday of the Month

Reno-Stead Airport Terminal Meeting Room

Contact: imc-club@eaa1361.org   or   president@eaa1361.org

https://eaa1361.org

Click on ‘Membership’ to join online.

mailto:imc-club@eaa1361.org
mailto:president@eaa1361.org
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